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This is a one stop shop for your classroom:!
Create a YouTube Page!
Create a Google+ Page!
Free Cloud Storage in Drive!
Google Docs, Slides, Sheets, and Calendar: 

excellent for creation and collaboration.



Create a Google Account or login.!
One Google Account will give you access to 
everything that Google has for educators.



The Beauty that is:

Free to use from any computer.!
Save automatically as you work.!
Share the document with someone else to 
collaborate - at the same time!



Docs can be made public 
or kept private depending 
on need!
Google Docs do not count 
against your Drive space 
limit!
You can choose what to 
share: give editing rights or 
view only rights.



The Docs interface is very 
similar to Microsoft Word AND 
you do not have to download 
anything.!
You can add images, create 
equations, insert spreadsheets, 
you are limited only by your 
imagination.!



Google Sheets - Very similar to Microsoft 
Excel.!
Cannot do quite as much as Excel, but works 
very well in most cases.!
Also excellent for collaboration - at the same 
time from different computers!



Google Slides - Are similar to Microsoft 
PowerPoint, but not as robust.!
It will also allow for collaboration between 
different users at the same time from different 
computers.!
Slides will not count against your storage in 
Drive.



Google Forms - One of the 
handiest applications you 
have never used!!
Create a survey for parents 
or make a quiz for homework, 
the possibilities are endless.  
Use Flubaroo to grade a quiz.!
All results are saved in a 
Google Sheets file.



With all of the Google Apps - Collaboration 
is a breeze!!
You also get a Calendar and Email that 
make collaboration easier than ever!!!
Nothing created in the Google Apps will 
count against your Drive Space and can be 
accessed from any computer for FREE!!!



A Little Bit About Google + and YouTube



Several different apps integrate with YouTube - 
Just record and upload!!
Share what you do in class or put a lesson 
online, think outside the box!



Organize Your YouTube Channel any way you 
want.!
Group videos together by unit or topic and 
create playlists for students to watch any time.



Google + Integrates 
with everything else in 
Google.

You can also link 
other websites to Plus 
and easily share info.

This post is from Wordpress!

This post is from YouTube!



Follow like 
minded folks 
and see the 
amazing things 
they post.

Group the 
people you 
follow into 
circles for 
easy 
management.

Have a 
real-time 
hangout and 
collaborate 
with others.



Google Drive gives you 15 GB of space free.!
You can store any file type you need to.!
Anything created in: Calendar, Docs, 
Sheets, Slides or Forms does not count 
against your space.


